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Abstract

Solid films of poly(di-n-hexylsilane) were irradiated with a variety of high energy ion beams, electron

beams, and 'Co y-rays of which LEI ranges from 0.2 to 1620 eV/nm. The beams caused non-homogeneous

reactions of crosslinking and main chain scission in the films. The relative efficiency of the crosslinking was

drastically changed in comparison with that of main chain scission. The anomalous change in the molecular

weight distribution was analyzed with increasing irradiation fluence, and the ion beam induced reaction radius:

track radius was determined for the radiation sources by the function of molecular weight dispersion. The

molecular weight of the polymer was also traced to give the efficiency of crosslinking reactions: G(x) based on

Charlesby-Pinner relationship. The value of G(x) increases from 0.042 to 0.91 with increasing values of LET.

We adopt a reaction model in a single ion track to the crosslinking reactions, and the expanding chemical track

along an ion trajectory is responsible for the increasing crosslinking G-values. The theoretical aspects of the

energy distribution in penumbra area give a good inteipretation to the chemical track radii obtained in this study.

Introduction

Polysilane derivatives have attracted great interest as a new category of polymer materials. Our

previous studies reported on reactive intermediates of polysilane derivatives irradiated by ion, electron and

y-rays[2-4]. Predominant reactive intermediates in polysilanes were assigned to silyl radicals showing great

stability in comparison with carbon centered alkyl radicals[2]. The ion beam irradiation effects on polysilanes

were also investigated, and the reactions in the polymers changed with the energy deposition rate of incident

particle: linear energy transfer (LET) of radiation sources [3,4]. Polymers were crosslinked for high LET ion

beam irradiation in spite of predominant main chain scission reaction for low LET radiation. The difference in

radiation induced reactions was ascribed to a variation of density of stable reaction intermediates ; silyl radicals

generated by radiation. It has been suggested that spatial distribution of deposited energy by charged ions has

played a significant role in the chemical reactions occurred in the target materials^]. Models of the energy

distribution was proposed experimentally and theoretically as "Track Core" and "Penumbra" models by Magee

et al., Varnia et al., Wingate et a!., Katz et al., and Wilson. In spite of the theoretical modeling effort, there are

still unknown factors in the relationship between the ion track structure and the values of track radii that was

experimentally obtained by the analysis of irradiation products. Puglisi et al., Licciardello et al., and Calcagno et

al. also reported the effects of ion beam bombardment to polystyrene leading to the aggregation of molecules and
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crosslinking reactions. The anormal change in molecular weight distribution was ascribed to the intratrack

reaction, however the estimated size of ion tracks was also larger than that of the track core. LaVerne et al.

reported the considerable decrease in the radiation chemical yield for ferric production in the Fricke dosimeter.

They suggested a model of a deposited energy density in an ion track, that depends on the LET and the atomic

number of an irradiation particle.

We discuss the efficiency of crosslinking and main chain scission reactions induced by ion beams, EB,

and y-rays with a variety of LET ranging from 0.2 to 1620 cV/nm in the present study. The molecular weight of

the polymer is traced as a function of absorbed dose giving G-values (number of reactions per absorbed 100 eV)

of the reactions. Both reactions in polysilanes are able to regard as reactions occurred in an individual ion track.

A model of intratrack reactions reveals the chemical core to have a variety of sizes with changing LET.

Experimental

Poly(di-n-hexylsilane) (PDHS) was synthesyzed by the reaction of di-n-hexyldichlorosilane with

sodium in refluxing toluene. The reaction was carried out under an atmosphere of predried argon. The

chlorosilane was purchased from Shinetsu Chemical Inc., and doubly distilled prior to use. The molecular weight

distribution in PDHS was measured by gel permeation chromatography (Shimadzu Class VP-10) with

tetrahydrofuran (THF) as an eluent. The separatory precipitation gave PDHS having the lower molecular weight

(PDHS-L) and the higher molecular weight (PDHS-H) with a monomodal distribution. The molecular weights of

the polymers were Mn = 0.98 ~ 1.3 x 104 and Mw = 3.9 ~ 5.6 x 104 for PDHS-L, and Mn = 5.6 x 105 and Mw =

1.4 x 10r' for PDHS-H, respectively determined by polystyrene calibration standards. Thin films of the polymer

were irradiated in a vacuum chamber (< 1 x 10"" hPa) with 2 MeV !H f, 4He', and I4N' ion beams from a Van de

Graaff accelerator at the RCNST, University of Tokyo. The ion beams from a cyclotron accelerator was also of

use at JAERI, Takasaki. The irradiation was performed under vacuum (< 5 x 10"^ hPa) at room temperature

using 20 -45 MeV ! H\ 20 MeV 4He2t, 220 MeV l2C5t, 225 MeV "'O7\ 160 MeV I6O7+, and 175 MeV 40Ar8' ion

beams. After irradiation, molecular weight distribution in an irradiated PDHS was measured by the GPC system.

The loss of kinetic energy of ions in traversing polymer films was estimated by the TRIM 92.

Results and Discussion

1) Changes in the molecular weight of PDHS

The MeV order ion beam irradiation already revealed to cause crosslinking reactions in polysilane

derivatives making negative tone in the thin solid films. The behavior of PDHS drastically changed with the

irradiation temperature and the value of LET of incident ions. The predominant reaction changed from

crosslinking into main chain scission with increasing temperatures upon irradiation to high LET ion beams[4].

The main chain scission also became predominant in PDHS films when they were irradiated with lower LET ion

beams even at the temperature below 312 K where the molecular structure turned into a crystalline state. The

efficiency of crosslinking reactions is expected to depend on a value of LET, thus the changes in their molecular

weight are traced as a function of absorbed dose.
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According to the statistical theory of

crosslinking and scission of

polymers induced by radiation, the

calculated values of G(x) and G(s)

are summarized in table I. The

Charlesby-Pinner relationship gives

good interpretation to the change in

1/Mii for low LET radiation such as

y-rays, EB, and proton beams with

high energy. However, the linear

relationship is no longer effective to

fit 1/Mn versus D of high LET ion

beams at high dose (> 1 MGy). The

solid PDHS films become partially

insoluble against THF in the range of

D, which is responsible to the
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Table I. CJ-vnlues of crosslinking and main chain scission upon iiradiation to a
variety of radiation sources.

Radiations

I75McVAr "

2MeVN*

l f tOMcVO"

225MeVO"

2McVHc*

22()McVC"*

20MeVI Ic ! '

2 M c V H '

20MeVl l '

45MeVH'

20keVe

3()keV e

*"Co y-rays

l.IiT

(eVnni)

1620

1580

300

230

180

110

35

17

2.7

14

2.1

1.6

0.25

1 ^g*

(MCiv)

0.81

0.89

3.1

3.4

3 3

2.9

5.4

6.8J

-

-

-

(1.91

0.86

0.69

0.65

0.66

0.81

0 19

0.12

0.059

0061

0.083

0.078

0.042

G(s)h

0.17

0.17

0.064

0.10

033

0.35

0 16

0.11

027

0.32

0.28

0.32

045

/• I tlr

(nm)

7.0

68

6 1

5.9

6.0

6.6

3.2

2.5

17*

1.8*

P
(eV nm')

7.0

10

1.6

1.2

1.3

048

0.67

0.54

0.14

0.067

-

Type'

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CL

CS

CS

CS

CS

CS

" L)g. gelation dose, h(>(x) aird G(s). G-values of crosslinking and main chain scission,
respectively, CCL and CS denote predominant tcaclions as crosslinking and chain
scission, respectively:'' The values were obtained for PDHS-L;c Estimated by the G-
valucs of ciosslinking.

non-linearity at high dose region. The probability of chain scission suddenly drops down at the LET increased

from 2.7 to 17 eV/nm. The inadiated part of PDHS films actually turns from positive to negative tone, thus the

threshold of LET locates around 10 eV/nm.

2) Gel fraction measurements

The gel fractions of both PDHS-L and PDHS-H are measured for 2 MeV He1 irradiation. There is

little difference in the sensitivity curves of the polymers though PDHS-H has the 50 times higher values of Mn

than that of PDHS-L. The values of Dg are almost same for PDHS-L and PDHS-H as summarized in table 2 with

the G-values obtained by the gel fraction measurement: G(x)g

and G(s)j,. The apparent G-values depend on the initial molecular

weight of polymers, and the extremely low values are observed

for PDHS-H. This suggests that the large number of crosslinking

points is formed in a polymer molecule for the high LET ion

beam irradiation, and the G-values of crosslinking seemingly

Table 2. Gelation dose and G-values of PDf IS determined hy gel fraction measurements*.

Polymer

PD11S-L

1'OIIS-U 3.1

for 2 MeV 1 le*

G(x)

0.61

0.092

G(s)

0.29

0.IM4

/

6

6

,

8

3

for2McVH'

G(s)

0.10

0.(115

G(s)

0.09

0.0095

h

* Dg. gelation dose; (Hx)p and G(s) p. (>-values of crosslinking and main chain scission.
respecli\el\ determined In the gel fraction measurement.
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Figure 1. The relationship between the
calculated LETen- and the experimentally
obtained radii of chemical track (r + 5r)
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decreases because (he statistical theory treats the model of micro gels which have a crosslinking points per a

molecule. The volume of a single ion track should be responsible to the increasing G(x). We suggest the

following empirical equations that give the better interpretation to the gel formation in polysilanes [2,3],

5 = cxp[ln{l-(r+ *)}•/] g = \~s (1)

where r is the radius of a chemical track, 5r is the differential radius of the track, and f is the fluence of the

incident ion beams. The fittings determine the values of r + 5r, giving r + 5r = 6.0 nm for PDHS-L, and r + 5r =

6.2 inn for PDHS-H at 2 MeV 4He' irradiation. The ion track radius of 2 MeV 4He' was already reported to be

5.9 ± 1.5 nm for PDHS, showing good agreement with the values obtained in this study. The track radii of the

other ion beams are also determined by the same way as summarized in table 1. According to the theory, the

following formulas were suggested to give the values of the coaxial energy in an ion track[5],

(2)iii\ ,11 LIT

2 -\
r.

2/rr/ln—-i / • < / • „ / ' ( ' • ) = — 2m- In
e "'•„

r <r< r

where pc and pp are the deposited energy density at core and penumbra area, respectively, rc and rp are the radii

of core and penumbra area, e is an exponential factor. The density of the reactive intermediates controls the

crosslinking reaction in PDHS, which is supported by the presence of a LET threshold (ca. 10 eV/nm) to obtain a

polymer gel. Thus pcr is adopted as the required energy density for the predominance of crosslinking reactions in

PDHS. The following expression of form gives the relation between the track radii and the values of LET,

m' =*PA\~
Figure I plots the experimentally obtained radii: r + 5r versus LETe,r. The value of the radii is proportional to

LETen, indicating that the eq. I provides a good interpretation to the chemical track radii obtained in this study.

The slope of figure 1 gives pcr at 0.13 eV/nm .
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